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Andreas Rüttimann said: Compared with cases concerning other species, prosecutions for crimes committed against

horses a strikingly high percentage relate to zoophilia offenses'.

Animal welfare officials in Switzerland have warned that there are 10,000 people with what they term "an unnatural

s*xual interest in horses" in the countryside.

"More Swiss people are having sex with horses, according to a sickening new report".
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The organization drew particular attention to the maltreatment of horses, with nearly ten percent of the cases (with

horses) involving zoophiles. The equestrian preference is not surprising since the country has a horse population of

about 110,000 spread across 18,000 Swiss farms.

It was Switzerland's Minuten Newspaper that reported the "experts believe that there are as many as 10,000 people

in Switzerland predisposed to zoophilia".

Overall, there were 1,709 incidents of abuse against animals in Switzerland in 2014, up from 1,542 from the previous

year, the report said.

The reason behind the rise in cases could be the relative low fine which averaged 300 francs. "A total of 105 cases

of animal cruelty to horses were registered last year, up considerably from previous years but probably below the

actual number of incidents", Ruttimann said.

The number of horse sexual abuse cases that are not reported to authorities could be higher, Tier im Recht believes.

According to the Houston Sun Times, back in June a Texas man broke his leg while attempting to have sex with a

horse.

More Swiss people are having sex with horses: Wake up and smell the coffee, the apocalypse is nigh.
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